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                                                            MUTATION

Mutation refers to any sudden, heritable change in the genotype of an organism. Mutation also
refers to both 

the change in the genetic material and the process by which the change occurs. An organism that displays

the usual phenotype for that species is called the wild type. An organism that exhibits a new phenotype

resulting from a mutation is called mutant.

Mutation is the ultimate source of all genetic variations, it provides raw material for evolution. Mutation is

called the fountain head of evolution because they add new variations. Without mutations, all genes would

exist in only one form, alleles would not exist.

Mutation was first recorded by Seth Wright. Mutation was first used by Dutch Botanist Hugo De Vries 1901

in connection with the studies on Oenothera lamarckiana (evening Primrose), mutation theory of organic

evolution was proposed by De Vries.

Kinds of mutations
Mutation: somatic or germinal 

Depending upon the cell type in which mutation occurs, mutation maybe somatic or germinal

Somatic mutation occurs in non reproductive cells of the body, often producing a mutant phenotype

in only a sector of the organism.

Germinal mutation occurs in sex cells producing heritable change.

To be evolutionary successful, a mutation must occur in germplasm DNA.

Mutation: spontaneous or induced 

According to the mode of origin, mutation may be spontaneous or induced

Spontaneous mutation also called background mutation, are those that occur without a known cause.

Seed colour in pea suddenly changes from gray to white is an example of spontaneous mutation.

Induced mutation are those resulting from exposure organism to physical and chemical agents that

cause changes in DNA or RNA in some viruses

Such agents are called mutagens, they include ionizing irradiations, ultraviolet light and variety of chemicals.

Mutation: forward or reverse 

According to their direction mutation may be forward or backward.

Forward mutation refers to the mutation of a wild type gene to form a mutant phenotype.



In Drosophila melanogaster, the eye colour is red in wild type. After mutation eosin, white, buff ,Apricot

etc. Eye colours are produced.

Reverse mutation of reversion is a second mutation resource of the original phenotype.

Reversion may occur in two different ways 1. buy back mutation, second mutation at the same site in

gene as the original mutation 2. by occurrence of a suppressor mutation, a second mutation at a different 

location in the genome.

Lethal mutation: some mutation mutate certain genes in such a drastic Fashion that the mutated gene

is phenotypically expressed in the death of the organism

Pleiotropic mutation influences many characters.

Chromosomal aberration 

A mutation that visibly changes structure is known as chromosomal aberration.

Four types of chromosomal aberration are

1.Deletion or deficiency: the loss of some genes due to the breaking of a fragment.

2. Duplication: the inclusion of extra parts of the chromosome; some genes may represent twice.

3.Inversion: when a piece of chromosome is removed and rejoined in reverse order

a. pericentric inversion: the centromere lies within the inverted region.

b. paracentric inversion: the centromere lies outside the inverted segment.

4.Translocation: mutual exchange of the chromosome segments between non homologous chromosomes

Changes in chromosome number

Each species has a characteristic number of chromosome. Variations on numerical changes in chromosome

can be mainly of two types: euploidy and aneuploidy.

Euploidy 

The term euploidy is applied by organism with chromosome number that are multiples of basic number n.

Monoploid: with only one set of chromosomes n with a single genome. Monoploidy is rare  in animals

(except male Honey Bee) but represented by gametes. The term haploid, strictly applied, refers to the gametic

chromosome number.

Diploid: The chromosome number in the somatic cells of plants and animals

Polyploid: The term polyploid was introduced by strasburger in 1910. This term can be applied to any cell

with more than 2n chromosomes. Common bread wheat in is hexaploid 6n, some strawberries octaploid 8n.

Triploid: Three sets of chromosome 3n can originate by the union of haploid n and diploid gamete 2n. The

tapetal nuclei in anther of many angiosperm flowers are mostly polyploidy. An example of triploid tissue is lily

endosperm and endosperm of wheat.

Tetraploid: Four sets of chromosome 4n can arise in body cells by the somatic doubling of the chromosome.
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